
ON
Standardize Advanced 
Work Packaging Across
Your Organization

Although the upside is significant, many times these savings can't come to fruition unless your
entire organization is committed to delivering the AWP process. But how will you know if your
project or organization is truly adopting this new method? All project stakeholders that are
responsible for critical deliverables must work together to achieve project success. How will you
know if you're on the right track?

The Solution

AWP Health & Management Diagnostics

AWP best practice library with metrics and goals
Visibility across the project or portfolio at
executive, manager, team, or role level 
Dashboards with filters, date range settings, and
access to 500+ predefined widgets
Automated reporting based on user preferences

According to the Construction Industry Institute, Owners,
EPC firms, and Contractors have started to realize the
benefits of Advanced Work Packaging (AWP), with
savings up to 10% of the project's Total Install Cost and
productivity increases up to 25%. 

The Challenge

O3's ONPlan solution is purpose-built to consume
data from existing tools throughout the entire
lifecycle of a project to identify potential areas of
improvement, help track and manage work across
multiple teams and work package types, and
manage any constraints that might be holding up
work. The solution includes:

Learn more at www.o3solutions.com

Plan
TM

AWP Master Index

Single repository for all work package types, nine work
package types supported
A database that is "system aware" and identifies which
systems contain specific work package data
The ability to consume data from any tool, including
Excel spreadsheets and proprietary systems

AWP Project 
Health Dashboard



Consolidated constraint lists to support
better management across all stakeholders
(Owner, EPC firm, Contractor, Sub-
contractor)
Workflows with assigned owner, due date,
and priority
Task management and automated
notifications (in-app alerts, emails, and text
messages for high priority items)
Specialized constraint review meeting tools
and dashboards
Automated data collection through
integration with related tools 
Powerful constraint reporting for workface
planners, construction management,
project management, and other
stakeholders 
Team metrics to track the health of the
constraint management process 

Intuitive and easy to use work package
creation, management and tracking tool
or import work packages from other
systems
Delay tracking with reporting to identify
patterns or trends
Progress tracking with rules of credit,
earn value, rates of placement
automatically calculated
RFI tracking with automated constraint
updates that impact associated work
packages
Project-level, behavior-based safety
requirements with compliance tracking
Dashboard reporting to target areas that
need intervention, segmented by area,
discipline, contractor and more

Status tracking with configurable fields and
workflows to drive fit-for-purpose
processes with automation
Status reporting widgets to indicate the
current, past, and future status of
packages across various segments of the
project
Lookahead reporting to indicate available
backlog 
Leading indicators to provide visibility for
the readiness for upcoming work

Work Package Management Work Package Tracking

Constraint Management

www.o3.solutions

Constraint Management Reporting

To find out more about O3's
ONPlan solution or to schedule
a demo, contact us today!

email: info@o3.solutions

By combining technology and automation with AWP best practices,
O3 clients see as much as a                Return on Investment.25:1


